AN OUTLINE OF THE THEORY OF
PSEUDOANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 1
LIPMAN BERS

1. Introduction. Pseudoanalytic functions are, roughly speaking,
solutions of generalized Cauchy-Riemann equations. Such functions
were considered by Picard [67; 68] and by Beltrami [3; 4 ] , but the
first significant result was obtained by Carleman [28] in 1933, and
a systematic theory was formulated only recently. No comprehensive
account is available in print and the main results have been announced only episodically and, in most cases, under unnecessarily
restrictive hypotheses. In this paper we shall outline the main features
of this theory.
The theory of analytic functions of a complex variable occupies a
central place in analysis and it is not surprising that mathematical
literature abounds in generalizations. In some generalizations one
extends the domain of the functions considered, or their range, or
both (functions- of several complex variables, analytic functions with
values in a vector space or an algebra, analytic functions of hypercomplex variables, analytic operators, etc.). If we restrict ourselves
to functions from plane domains to plane domains, or, more generally, from Riemann surfaces to Riemann surfaces, we encounter two
well known and very useful generalizations of analytic functions:
interior functions and quasi-conformal functions. Interior functions
[47; 60; 6 1 ; 62; 63; 78; 86] have all topological properties of analytic
functions and no others. As a matter of fact, they may be defined as
functions which can be made analytic by a homeomorphism of the
domain of definition. Quasi-conformal functions [2 ; 27 ; 46 ; 66 ; 75 ; 79 ]
are interior functions subject to an additional metric condition. 2 If
the functions are assumed to be continuously differentiable mappings,
this additional condition requires that infinitesimal circles be taken
into infinitesimal ellipses of uniformly bounded eccentricity.
An address delivered before the Annual Meeting of the Society in Pittsburgh,
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Some authors, to the present writer's regret, use the term pseudoanalytic for
quasi-conformal functions.
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The class of quasi-conformal functions contains all analytic functions as well as many others. For this very reason the theory of quasiconformal functions can not have the inner rigidity and harmony of
classical function theory. For example, quasi-conformal functions
do not have the unique continuation property which Riemann considered to be the most characteristic feature of analytic functions.
Pseudoanalytic functions, on the other hand, do possess the unique
continuation property, and each class of pseudoanalytic functions has
almost as much structure as the class of analytic functions. In particular, the operations of complex differentiation and complex integration have meaningful counterparts in the theory of pseudoanalytic
functions, and this theory generalizes not only the Cauchy-Riemann
approach to function theory but also that of Weierstrass.
The theory of pseudoanalytic functions was developed from the
point of view of partial differential equations, much of the motivation
being provided by problems in mechanics of continua. But in this
paper we present pseudoanalytic functions axiomatically, as a generalization of classical function theory.
We hope to show that this generalization is not empty (that is,
t h a t it preserves essential features of the original theory), not trivial
(that is, not a direct consequence of the original theory) and not
isolated (that is, that it has applications which are of independent
interest).
REMARK. Analogues of complex differentiation and integration for
an elliptic partial differential equation were used by Beltrami [3; 4]
in the special case of axially symmetric potentials. In a systematic
way these concepts, as well as formal powers and power series, have
been introduced in 1943 by Gelbart and the author [21; 22; 23] for
equations of a special form (cf. §13). Markusevitch [65] observed
t h a t this formalism can be extended to general equations. The author's original version of a general theory of pseudoanalytic functions
[ l l ; 12] was influenced by the work of Polozii [69; 70; 71; 72] and
made essential use of Carleman's unique continuation theorem [28].
This theory applied to equations with Holder continuously differentiable coefficients. It contained, in particular, a description of zeros
and singularities of solutions. In this direction similar and somewhat
stronger results have been obtained by Vekua [81; 82; 84], whose
work contains also many other important results, by Hartman and
Wintner [39; 40; 4 1 ; 42] and, in connection with mapping problems,
by Gergen and Dressel [36 ; 37; 38]. Two gaps in the theory were filled
by Agmon and the author [ l ] and by Protter [73]. A more general
theory, applicable to equations with merely Holder continuous coeffi-
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cients was formulated in [18]. The proofs of some of the results described below are not yet published. A monograph on pseudoanalytic
functions is in preparation.
I. D E F I N I T I O N AND LOCAL PROPERTIES OF
PSEUDOANALYTIC FUNCTIONS

2. Definition of pseudoanalytic functions. The class AD of functions w{z) which are analytic in a fixed domain D can be characterized by four properties. (1) AD is a real vector space. (2) If w{z) belongs to AD and W(ZQ) = 0 for some zo in D, then the quotient
w{z)/{z - zo)
is continuous at Zo. (3) The functions 1 and i belong to AD- (4) AD is
maximal with respect to properties (1), (2), (3).
In fact, the first three properties imply that the existence of the
complex derivative w'(z) at every point of D is necessary in order
that a function w should belong to AD, and property (4) implies that
this condition is sufficient.
Pseudoanalytic functions are obtained by a modification of the
preceding definition [ l l ; 12; 18].
Let F(z), G{z) be two continuous functions defined in a domain Do
and satisfying the inequality
(2.1)

Im [F^)G(z)}

> 0.

(We write functions of (x, y) as functions of z = x+iy, without implying analyticity. The bar over a complex number denotes the complex
conjugate.) Let AD(F, G) be the maximal class of functions (defined
in a domain DCZDo) such that properties (1) and (2) hold, and the
"generators" F and G belong to AD{F, G). If w{z) belongs to AD(F, G)
we call w an (F, G) pseudoanalytic function of the first kind. It is clear
that pseudoanalyticity of w in D implies its pseudoanalyticity in
every subdomain of D. Pseudoanalyticity at a point is defined as
pseudoanalyticity in some neighborhood of the point.
It follows from (2.1) that every function w(z) defined in a subdomain of £>, whether or not it belongs to AD{F, G), admits the unique
representation
(2.2)

w(z) = <t>{z)F{z) + 4<(z)G(z)

where the functions 0, \f/ are real-valued. It is convenient to associate
with the function w the function
(2.3)

w(z) = #(z) + #(z).
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The correspondence between w and co is one-to-one. We denote it by
writing
(2.4)

co = *w,

w = co*

(mod F, G).

H w \s (F, G) pseudoanalytic of the first kind, we call co pseudoanalytic of the second kind. In this case w and co should be considered
as two representations of the same mathematical entity.
In general, pseudoanalytic functions do not form a multiplicative
semi-group. Neither is a pseudoanalytic function of a pseudoanalytic
function in general pseudoanalytic. As a matter of fact, there exists
no nontrivial generalization of the analyticity concept for complexvalued functions of a complex variable in which unique continuation
is preserved and the property of closure under multiplication and
substitution is not lost. On the other hand, the definition of pseudoanalyticity is conformally covariant? If f =/(0), 2 = g(f) is a conformai
mapping of the domain D onto A, then a function w(z) is (JF, G)
pseudoanalytic if and only if the function w[g(f)] is (JP, G) pseudoanalytic, where ^ ( f ) , ö(f) are the transplanted generators:
- F ^ k C O ] » ö = G[g(f)]. This fact leads to a natural definition of
pseudoanalyticity on a Riemann surface. In particular, w(z) is
(F, G) pseudoanalytic at z = <x> if and only if w(Ç) = w ( l / f ) is (jF(l/f),
G(l/f)) pseudoanalytic at the origin.
Two pairs of generators, (F, G) and (F9 G), will be called equivalent
if F and G are linear combinations, with real constant coefficients,
of F and G. The two pairs will be called equipotent if F and G are
(F, G) pseudoanalytic of the first kind. Equivalent generating pairs
are always equipotent, and two equipotent pairs determine the same
class of pseudoanalytic functions of the first kind. On the other hand,
if (Fy G) is replaced by an equivalent (equipotent) pair, the functions
of the second class undergo a fixed affine transformation with real
constant (variable) coefficients. If there exists a function H(z) such
that f=HFt
G = HG, (F, G) and ( ? , G) are called similar. In this
case the (F, G) pseudoanalytic functions of the first kind are transformed into (F, G) pseudoanalytic functions by multiplication by
the fixed function H; the class of pseudoanalytic functions of the
second kind, however, is insensitive to a replacement of the generating pair by a similar one.
3. Differentiation and integration. [10; 11; 18]. The (F, G) derivative of a function (2.2) is defined by the relation
8

This shows that the use of complex numbers is here natural. Cf. however the
comments of Kriszten [48].

(3.1)
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w(z) =

dz

provided that the limit to the right exists and is finite. It is easy to
see t h a t a function w(z) is (F, G) pseudoanalytic of the first kind in a
domain D if and only if it possesses an (F, G) derivative at every point
ofD. The generators, which play the role of constants, have, of course,
identically vanishing (F, G) derivatives. It is clear that (F, G)
differentiability implies continuity. By letting h in (3.1) approach
zero first through real and then through purely imaginary values,
one obtains the existence of the partial derivatives of <t> and ^, and
the relations
(3.2)

*iF + i « ? « 0 ,

(3.3)

4>zF +

^zG^w

where the formal differential operators d/dz, d/dz are defined by the
relations
dz

2 \dx

by)

dz

2 \dx

by)

Those familiar with the theory of elliptic partial differential equations will not be surprised to learn that continuity of the generators
is not sufficient to insure the continuity of the (F, G) derivatives. We
shall therefore assume from now on that the generators F and G are
Holder continuous (that is, that they satisfy a uniform Holder condition 4 on every compact subset of their domain of definition). Under
this hypothesis it can be shown that the (F, G) derivative of an (F, G)
pseudoanalytic function is continuous. Thus the class of (F, G) pseudoanalytic functions of the second kind is the class of solutions (0, if/)
of the (elliptic) system (3.2). It might be worthwhile to state explicitly that equation (3.2) can not be transformed, by a change of
dependent and independent variables, into the Cauchy-Riemann system.
The proof of the continuity of the (F, G) derivative is rather long
and involves some delicate results from the theory of differential
equations. A comparatively simpler proof can be given under the
4

The function f(z) is said to satisfy a uniform Holder condition if |ffa) —f{zi) \
£K\ZI-~22K for some a > 0 and K.
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additional hypothesis that the generators are Holder continuously
differentiate.
Together with the generating pair (F, G) we consider the dual pair
(F, G)* = (F*, G*) defined by the formulas
2G
(3.4)

—>
FG -FG

JF* = —

2F
G * = FG— FG

(so that F** = F, G** = G). Equations (3.2), (3.3) imply the formulas
(3.5)

2</>z = F*w,

2fs = - G*w

which suggest the following definition of integration. Let W(z) be a
continuous function defined on a rectifiable curve I \ The (F, G)
integral of W on Y is, by definition,
(3.6)

f WdiFt0)z
J r

= Re f F*Wdz - i Re f G*JF<fe.
•/ r
J r

(F, G) derivatives may be characterized by the property that their
(F, G) integrals vanish along every closed curve contractible to a
point in the domain considered. If w(z) is (F, G) pseudoanalytic of
the first kind, then

ƒ

•Zl

.

wd(F,Q)Z

where co=*w is the function of the second kind corresponding to w.
The most striking similarity between pseudoanalytic and analytic
functions is revealed by the following theorem.
Let (F, G) be a generating pair in a domain Do. There exist in Do
two other generating pairs, (Fi, Gi) and (F_i, G_i), called successor and
predecessor of (F, G), respectively, such that (i) (F, G) derivatives of
(Ft G) pseudoanalytic functions are (Fi, G\) pseudoanalytic of the first
kind, and (ii) (F, G) pseudoanalytic functions of the first kind are
(F_i, G_i) derivatives of (F~i, G_i) pseudoanalytic functions. Conversely, (Fy G) is a successor of (F_i, G_i) and a predecessor of
The actual construction of a successor pair in the large is a difficult
task. In some cases it can be reduced to solving linear integral equations (for instance, if the domain Do is bounded and F, G possess
bounded derivatives with respect to x and y). In the general case a
more complicated limiting process is involved. Also, the successor
pair (Fi, G\) is not determined uniquely; it may be replaced by any
other equipotent pair. The construction of predecessors is reduced
to the construction of successors, since it is not difficult to show that
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if (Fu Gi) is a successor of (F, G), {Fu Gi)* is a predecessor of (F, G)*.
The theorem stated above implies that every given generating pair
(F, G) can be embedded in a generating sequence
(3.8)

• • • , (F-i, G-i), (F 0 , Go), (Fu d ) , (F2, G2), • • •

that is in a sequence of generating pairs such that (F0} Go) = (F, G)
and (Fv+i, G„+i) is a successor of (F„, Gv) for all *>.
A generating sequence (FV} Gv) is called periodic with period N if
(FV+N, GV+N) = (Fv, Gv) for all *>. The minimum period of a generating
pair is the smallest period of a periodic generating sequence into which
the pair can be embedded, if such a sequence exists, and is otherwise
co. Recently Protter [74] succeeded in proving the existence of generating pairs with a prescribed minimum period N (including the case
JV=oo).
It is easy to see that a generating pair (F, G) is its own successor,
i.e. has minimum period 1, if and only if (F/G)x^0.
If
(F/G)XT*0
but (F/G)yz=Ot the minimum period of (F, G) is 2.5
Now let w(z) again be an (F, G) pseudoanalytic function. Using
a generating sequence (3.8) in which (F, G) is embedded we can define
the higher derivatives of w by the recursion formulas
(3.9)

w™ = w;

wi*+« =

n

;

n - 1, 2, • • •.

dz
Thus a pseudoanalytic function of the first kind is, in a certain
sense, infinitely differentiate, though as a function of the real variables x and y it need not have partial derivatives even of the first
order.
4. Behavior at a point, [ l l ; 18]. In describing the analytic properties of (Fy G) pseudoanalytic functions it is best to work with functions of the first kind. Let w(z) =<j>F-\-ypG be such a function. Then, in
the neighborhood of every point of its domain of regularity we have
(4.1) w(z) = 4>(*o)F(z) + f(zo)G(z) + a(z - z0)n + o(\ z - z0 | w ), a ^ 0
where ce is a complex constant, and n a positive integer, except if
ws=0 in which case w^</>(zo)F(z)+\l/(zo)G(z). In particular, the zeros
of a pseudoanalytic function are isolated, unless the function vanishes
identically. This implies the unique continuation property* a pseudo6

Cf., in this connection, Lukomskaya [53; 54; 55].
For differentiable F, G this follows also from Carleman's theorem. Concerning
various proofs of this theorem cf. [12; 15; 36; 56; 81; 82]. For a more general result,
see §15.
6
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analytic function is determined by its values on every open
even on every infinite set which has an accumulation point
the domain of regularity.
Now let ZQ be an isolated singular point of a single-valued
analytic function w. If w(s)-~»oo as s—>So, s0 is called a pole.
case there exists an integer n > 0 such that
(4.2)

w(z) »

set, or
within
pseudoIn this

h Ö( I z - 2o |""n),

a^O.
(s - s 0 )
We call So an essential singular point of w if w/(s) comes arbitrarily
close to every complex number as s-->So. An isolated singularity of a
single-valued pseudoanalytic function is either removable, or a pole, or
essential.
In view of the conformai co variance of pseudoanalyticity we can
extend these results to finitely-many-valued functions. In fact, if w(z)
is (F, G) pseudoanalytic for, say, 0 < | s | <r, and is m-valued, then
w{zm) is a single-valued pseudoanalytic function with respect to the
generators F(zm), G(zm). Hence, if w(z) remains bounded as s-*0 we
have
n

(4.3) w(z)^<t>(zo)F(z)+\p(z0)G(z)+a(z--Zo)nfm+o(<

\ Z-ZQ | w / m ),

a^O

where n is a positive integer. Similarly, if | w(z) | —» <*> for z—>ZQ, we
have the asymptotic formula
(4.4)

w(z) =

w/m

J- o( \z - s0 h n ' m ),

a ^ 0.

(s — 3o)

The asymptotic relations stated above can be "differentiated" as in
the case of analytic functions. More precisely, if the (single-valued)
(F, G) pseudoanalytic function w(z) has an essential singularity at
so so does the (F, G) derivative w(z). If w(z) is regular at s0 and (4.1)
holds, then
(4. la)

w(z) « na(z — So)*"""1 + o( \ z — Zo \n~l).

If so is a pole of w(z) and (4.2) holds, we have
•
not
w(z) = - — - + o( | z - so h " 1 ) (s — s 0 ) n+1
Similar conclusions can be drawn in the case of "algebraic" singularities: relation (4.3) implies that
(4.2a)

(4.3a)

iv(z) = (na/m)(z - So)**'"0"1 + o{ \ z - s01(n/wi)~1)
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and relation (4.4) that
na
.
,
w(z) - - ~ — 7 7 7 + o{ \z - z0 -c»/"0-i).
m{z — 2 0 ) (n/m)+1
These results are easily extendable to pseudoanalytic functions defined in a neighborhood of the point at infinity.
In view of relations (4.1) and (4.2) we may speak of the order of
a zero or a pole of a pseudoanalytic function, and the so called argument principle holds for pseudoanalytic functions of the first kind.
In general, however, functions of the first kind do not share the
geometric properties of analytic functions. This is clear from the fact
t h a t the generators themselves, which are essentially arbitrary functions, are pseudoanalytic. Geometric properties of pseudoanalytic
functions are therefore to be discussed in terms of functions of the
second kind.
The basic fact here is the following corollary of the asymptotic
formulas (4.1), (4.1a). The mapping co—o)(z) by a pseudoanalytic f unction of the second kind o)~*w is a homeomorphism of a neighborhood of
a point Zo if and only if w(zo)^0. If w(z) has at ZQ a zero of order n,
then co (z) maps a suitably chosen neighborhood of z0 onto an (n+1)
times covered neighborhood of co(z0). A similar statement can be
made concerning points at which the function has poles.
Since w{z) is (F\, Gi) pseudoanalytic its zeros are isolated, and the
pseudoanalytic function of the second kind œ(z) is a local homeomorphism everywhere except a t isolated points. This local statement
can be transformed into a global one via the general uniformization
theorem: every pseudoanalytic f unction of the second kind is an interior
transformation, t h a t is it can be transformed into an analytic function
by a homeomorphism of its domain of definition. It follows that the
maximum principle holds for the modulus of a pseudoanalytic function c o = < £ + ^ and also for the functions #, \[/.
The eccentricity of a differentiate mapping at a point at which the
Jacobian is different from zero is defined as the eccentricity of the
infinitesimal ellipse into which the mapping takes an infinitesimal
circle. A direct computation shows that the eccentricity of a pseudoanalytic function can be estimated in terms of a bound for | F\, \G\
and 1/Im (FG). Thus pseudoanalytic functions of the second kind
are not only interior but also, at least on every compact subset of
the domain in which the generators are defined, of bounded eccentricity (or quasi-conformal). This implies, among other things, that
Picard's theorem on essential singularities holds.
(4.4a)
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I I . PSEUDO ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS IN THE LARGE

5. Univalent functions. Local formal powers. The Riemann mapping theorem holds for pseudoanalytic functions of the second kind.
This follows from a more general theorem (due to Miss Z. Sapiro) 7
which asserts that the Riemann mapping theorem is true even for
solutions of certain quasi-linear systems of elliptic partial differential
equations. In proving the Riemann mapping theorem, however, one
must make some assumptions, albeit very mild ones, on the behavior
of the generators near the boundary of the domain considered (uniform boundedness of | F\, \G\ and 1/Im (FG) is sufficient). On the
other hand, if we do not want to solve a definite mapping problem,
but merely find some univalent pseudoanalytic function, no hypotheses whatsoever on the domain or on the generators are required.
As a matter of fact, the following is true [13; 18].
Let the generators (F, G) be defined in a domain Do. Then there exist
in Do two (F, G) pseudoanalytic functions of the first kind, Wi(z) and
W2(z), such that for every choice of real constants Xi, X2 with X?+X2>0,
the function co(z) =*ÇkiWi+\2W2) is univalent in D0.
For the case of analytic functions (that is, for the generators 1, i)
the assertion is completely trivial if Do is a domain in the plane, since
it suffices to set Wi =z, w%=iz. But the assertion is true even if Do is a
Riemann surface of genus zero, and in this case it is the (distinctly
nontrivial) general uniformization theorem. The theorem stated
above (for any pair of generators) is therefore a natural extension of
the general uniformization theorem to pseudoanalytic functions.
This theorem is used in order to prove the existence of successors.
Indeed, since *(Xize/i+X2W2) is univalent if X ^ + X ^ O , we have, noting
the local univalency criterion stated in §4, that Im ( [ w i J - a ^ ^ O ,
everywhere. 8 Hence we may assume that Im ([wi]~W2)>0 renaming
if necessary the functions Wi, w2. It can be shown that (F, G) derivatives are Holder continuous (if the generators are). Hence we may
define a pair of generators by setting Fi—Wi, Gi=W2. It turns out
t h a t the pair (Fit Gi) is a successor of (F, G).
In classical function theory the variable z plays a double role: it
is the independent variable and also the simplest nonconstant analytic function defined everywhere. In the case of an arbitrary pair of
7

[76], An independent proof for linear systems was given by Gergen and Dressel
[36; 37; 38], a strengthened version of Sapiro's result by Nirenberg and the author
[24]. Lavrent'ev proved a Riemann mapping theorem for general nonlinear systems
[49; 50].
8
[w]~ stands for the complex conjugate of w.
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generators the independent variable z is not pseudoanalytic, but we
have just seen how one can find pseudoanalytic functions which have
an important property (univalency) in common with the analytic
functions z, iz. This suggests a way of constructing other pseudoanalytic functions which play the part of powers of the complex
variable.
We assume now that the domain D0 is simply connected and that a
generating sequence {(Fvt Gv)} is defined in DQ. We define the local
formal power (with center at Zo in Z>0, coefficient a and exponent 0),
Z£0)(a, 3 0 ; z), as the linear combination of the generators Fp(z), Gv(z)
with real constant coefficients X, /x chosen so that \F(z0)+fiG(zo) = a.
Thus Z£0) is determined by the conditions
(5.1)

Z, (a, ZQ-> 0O) = ccy *Z„ (a, ZQ\ Z) = const, (mod F„, Gv).

The local formal powers with exponents n = l, 2, • • • are defined by
the recursion formulas
(5.2)

*zj* (a, s 0 ; z) = n I

Z%\ \a, z0; Ç)d{FVt GJÇ

where we agree once and for all t h a t *Z„ is formed modulo FVf Gv.
We shall often write F, G, Z instead of F0, Go, Z 0 .
This definition implies the following properties, (i) Zpn)(a, z0\ z)
is an (FV1 Gv) pseudoanalytic function (of the first kind) of z. (ii) If
a' and a" are real constants, then
(5.3)

Z?\a'

+ ia", z0; z) = a'Z?\\,

z0; z) + a "zf\i,

z0] z).

(iii) The formal powers satisfy the differential relations
(5.4)

—
dz

Zv (a, z0; z) = nZp+i (a, z0; z).

(iv) The asymptotic formulas
(5.5)

Zv (<x, so ; z) ~ a(z — 2o) ,

z —> ZQ

hold.
Assume now that
00

(5.6)

w(z) -

^Z'»»(«»,zo;z)

where the series converges uniformly in some neighborhood of Zo.
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It can be shown t h a t the uniform limit of pseudoanalytic functions is
pseudoanalytic, and that a uniformly convergent series of (F, G)
pseudoanalytic functions can be (F, G) differentiated term by term.
Hence the function w in (5.6) is (F, G) pseudoanalytic and its rth
derivative admits the expansion
(5.7)

WM(a)

« f > ( » - 1) • • • (n - r + l ) Z ^ ( « . , *oî z).

From this we obtain the Taylor formulas for the coefficients
(5.8)

an =

T^-

n\
Now let w(z) be a given (F, G) pseudoanalytic function defined
for small values of | z — Zo\. The series

(5.9)

îzw^ftî»)

with the coefficients given by (5.8) is called the Taylor series of w at
0o, formed with local formal powers. Noting formulas (4.1), (4.1a),
(5.5) we conclude that the Taylor series always represents the function asymptotically:
(5.10)

w(z) - £ £(n)(<*«, *o; z) - 0 ( | 3 - zo \N+1),

z -» 2o,

for all iV. This implies (since a pseudoanalytic function can not have
a zero of arbitrarily high order without vanishing identically) that
the sequence of derivatives {w[n] (ZQ) } determines the function w uniquely.
By the same token, if the series (5.9) converges uniformly in a
neighborhood of 00, it converges to the function w. Unfortunately
the necessary and sufficient conditions for convergence are not known.
A general expansion theorem holds for the global formal powers
which are considered below.
The convergence question does not arise and the expansion (5.6)
is certainly valid if all but a finite number of Taylor coefficients (5.8)
vanish. This is the case if w is a formal power with center Z\. Thus we
have the formula
Z(n\a, *i;z) = X) (
) % M [Z?H*f »i; so), z0; z]
M=o \ M /
which generalizes the binomial theorem.
(5.11)
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6. Functions on a sphere. Global formal powers, [ll; 12]. In this
section we consider a generating pair (F, G) defined on the full f unction-theoretical plane (Riemann sphere). By this we mean that the
functions F(z), G{z) are defined, are Holder continuous and satisfy
inequality (2.1) for all values of z, that the limits F(oo), G(oo) exist,
and that the generating pair F(l/s), G(l/z) has similar properties. It
now makes sense to talk about (F, G) pseudoanalytic functions which
are regular at z = oo or have a pole there. A pseudo-analytic function
having no singularities, except perhaps poles, in the whole function
theoretical plane will be called rational. The interiority of functions
of the second kind implies that every rational pseudoanalytic function of the second kind can be transformed into a rational analytic
function by a homeomorphism of the finite plane onto itself, the
homeomorphism being dependent on the function considered.
A regular pseudoanalytic function defined in the whole finite plane
is called entire. A bounded entire pseudoanalytic function of the first
(second) kind is a linear combination of the generators with constant
coefficients (a constant). This extension of Liouville's theorem shows
that a rational pseudoanalytic function w must have poles, except
in the trivial case *ze/=const. A rational pseudoanalytic function has as
many zeros as it has poles (zeros and poles being counted with their
proper multiplicities).
A generating pair (F, G) defined on the Riemann sphere has a successor (F\, Gi) and a predecessor (F_i, G_i) defined on the Riemann
sphere} and these pairs are determined uniquely (except, of course, for
equivalences). It follows that (F, G) can be embedded in an essentially unique generating sequence {(F„, Gv)} defined on the Riemann
sphere. I conjecture that the sequence {(Fy, Gv)} is nonperiodic
unless (F, G) is equivalent to (1, i).
We are now in a position to define global formal powers with positive and negative exponents. The local formal powers formed with
respect to the generating sequence described above are called global
formal powers. The global formal power Zf\a, Soî z), n>0, is a rational (F„, Gv) pseudoanalytic function of z which has a zero of order
n at 2 = 20, a pole of order n dX z= & and satisfies relation (5.5). An
(F„, G„) pseudoanalytic rational function w(z) which has a pole of
order w a t z = 2 0 ^oo, satisfies the asymptotic relation w~a(z — Zo)~nf
z—»2o, has a zero of order w a t 0 = w , and has no other zeros or poles,
we call a global formal power with exponent (—ri)y and denote by
Z(v"n)(ay z0; z). The uniqueness of Z(~w) is easily established. In order
to prove its existence it suffices to recall the conformai covariance of
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pseudoanalyticity. Define the generating pair (<£„, I \ ) , on the Riemann sphere, by setting
(6.1)

*,(s) = F,(zo + 1/z),

Ty(z) « G,(zo + 1/z)

and denote the (<£„ I\) global formal powers (with positive exponents) by Zj.n). For every n>0 and a one can find a number /3 such
that Z f (j8, 0; s)~a'* n , *->oo. Then

(6.2)

ZrWo;*)=WftO;— V
\

Z ~~ Zo/

The properties (i)-(iv) of formal powers noted in §5 remain valid for
global formal powers with negative exponents.
Every rational pseudoanalytic function is a sum of formal powers.
There exist rational pseudoanalytic functions with prescribed zeros
and poles. Every pseudoanalytic function w(z) which has a pole at
zQ T£ oo is of the form
N

w(z) = ]T Z<-W>(«n, zo; z) + Wi(s),

(6.3)

aN ^ 0,

where W\ is pseudoanalytic and regular at z0. An analogous decomposition into a "critical" and a regular part holds for functions which
have a pole at infinity. Finally, there exist rational pseudoanalytic
functions which have prescribed poles with prescribed critical parts.
The most important application of formal powers with negative
exponents is the Cauchy integral formula. We first define a new kind
of line integral for formal powers. Let C be a continuously differentia t e curve given by the equation f = Ç(s), O^s^l, s being the arc
length. If g(Ç) is a continuous function defined on C, we set

•J c

«^ o

This integral as a function of 0 is pseudoanalytic, everywhere if
w^O, and everywhere except on Cif n<0. The definition is legitimate
since Z(n)(a, z0] z) can be shown to depend continuously on z0.
Now if w{z) is single-valued (F, G) pseudoanalytic of the first kind
in a domain D interior to a sufficiently smooth curve C, and is continuous on C, then
(6.4)

w(z) - — f
2TTJC

and

Z - ^ t t K , f; 2J,

2 in D,
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(6.5)

— I

Z~l[iw(£)dÇ, f ; z\ = 0,

z exterior to D.

2TTJC

A continuous function satisfying either of these relations for all C is
(F, G) pseudoanalytic.
The Cauchy integral formula (6.5) can be used to derive reciprocity
relations for formal powers. In the case of analytic functions it is
trivial that the function a/(z — z 0 ) n is an analytic function of ZQ as
well as of z, but there exists a similar nontrivial statement about
analytic functions on Riemann surfaces of higher genus (the theorem
on interchanging parameter and argument in an Abelian integral of
the second kind). In the case of pseudoanalytic functions the situation is nontrivial already on the sphere. Together with the generating sequence {(FVi Gv)} we consider the sequence of dual pairs
(Fv, G„)*. (We noted before that (Fv, G„)* is a successor of(.F„+i,
G„+i)*.) Let us denote the (Fv, G„)* pseudoanalytic global formal
powers by Z*m. Then
Re Z7n (1, z0; z) = (— l ) n Im Z„_nn (*, z; z0),
(6.6)

Re Zp

(i,

ImZ„
Im Zv

ZQ\Z)

= ( — 1) Re Z„_» d, z; zo),

(1, zoî z) = (— 1) ImZ„_ w (1, z; z0)9
n

(i, 0O; z) = (— l) w Re Zy_n (1, z\ z0),

for n = l, 2, • • • . The corresponding reciprocity relations for powers
with positive exponents read
Re zT\lf
(6.6a)

so; z) =

( - l ) n Re z f + ^ l , z; z0),

Re Zvn (i, z0; z) = — ( - l ) n Im Z, + n(l, z; z0),
Im Z„n (1, z0; z) = — (~1) W Re Zv+l(i, z\ z0),
Im Zvn (i, ZQ; Z) =

(—l) n Im Zv+l(i, z; zo)

for n = 0, 1, 2, • • • . These relations hold also for local formal powers.
The global formal powers with integral exponents correspond to
Abelian integrals of the second kind. In order to construct logarithmic
pseudoanalytic functions, corresponding to Abelian integrals of the
third kind on the sphere, we may use either of the two integration
processes at our disposal. More precisely, set
(6.7) Lv(a, z0; zi, z2; z) = — I

zT**{iZ?\a, z0; f)<#, f ; z) J
*
where Zi?*Z2 and the integration is performed along some curve join2TJ
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ing these two points. Considered as a function of z, Lv is a multiplevalued (FV1 Gv) pseudoanalytic function, which increases by
(r — s)Zv (a, zo) z)
when z goes r times around Z\ and s times around 22- On the other
hand, the (FV1 Gv) pseudoanalytic function (of the first kind) of z,
A»(a, 0o; Zi] z) which is defined by setting
(6.8)

*A„(a, 0oî z%; z) = — I

Z%x \z\

(a, 0oî *i), «1; f }<W (?„){*,

possesses logarithmic singularities a t Z\ and at 0 = 00 and increases by
Zf){a, z0; z) when z goes once around 21. These two functions are
connected by the relation
(6.9)

£,(<*, zo ; «i, 02 î z) = A,(a, 0oî 0iî 0) — L(<x, 0oî 02Î z)

where the dot indicates (FVi Gv) differentiation.
The simplest finitely-many-valued pseudoanalytic functions are
the global formal powers with fractional exponents. These are defined
with the aid of the generating pairs ($„ I \ ) ,
(6.10)

*,(*) = F,(*o + «"O,

rP(«) = G,(*o + 2W)

where w is an integer, m>\. We denote the (<£„ r„) pseudoanalytic
global formal powers with integral exponents by z£n). If r is a positive
or negative integer, relatively prime to m, then the (Fv, Gv) pseudoanalytic formal power with exponent r/m is defined by setting
(6.11)

zVm\a,

zo; z) = Z?(a, 0; (0 - 0O)1M).

The properties (i)-(iv) of formal powers noted in §5 remain valid
also for powers with fractional exponents.
The global formal powers with fractional exponents are the simplest
examples of "algebraic" pseudoanalytic functions. In general, a
multiple-valued (F, G) pseudoanalytic function will be called algebraic if it is finitely-many-valued and can be continued along every
path in the finite plane avoiding a finite number of excluded "critical"
points, provided that at every critical point as well as at the point at
infinity the function becomes infinite of at most a finite order. An
analytic function satisfying these conditions is algebraic in the ordinary sense, that is, a solution of an algebraic equation the coefficients
of which are rational functions. For pseudoanalytic algebraic functions only a weakened form of this statement is true. At all but a
finite number of points a pseudoanalytic algebraic function takes on
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the same finite number of distinct values. The sum of these values is
called the trace of the function. It is not difficult to prove that the
trace of an algebraic pseudoanaly tic function is a rational pseudoanalytic
function. In particular, the trace of a formal power Z ( n ) (a, z0\ s), with
n not an integer, is zero.
7. Doubly-periodic pseudoanalytic functions. [20]. A generating
pair (F, G) is called doubly periodic if the functions F(z) and G(z)
possess two periods Öi and 122y with Im (Qi02) > 0 . An (F, G) pseudoanalytic function which has the same periods and is regular everywhere except for poles may be called an (F, G) elliptic function. An
(F, G) elliptic function of the second kind can be transformed into
an ordinary (analytic) elliptic function by a homeomorphism of the
plane. Different (F, G) elliptic functions, however, will, in general,
be transformed into analytic elliptic functions with different periods.
The classical existence theorems of the theory of elliptic functions
remain valid, when properly restated, in the pseudoanalytic case.
In particular, there exist, in analogy to the Weierstrass f-function,
two linearly independent everywhere regular (F, G) pseudoanalytic
functions, f 1(2) and f2(2), such that for all integers m, n
(7.1)

fy(z + mux + wG2) - fr(*) - m\jF(z) + wifi(z)9

j = 1, 2,

the constantsXy,/xybeing real. The derivatives <ti(z), £2(2) have, therefore, the periods Qi, Q2, and it can be shown that if we set Fi=Çîf
Gi = f2 (interchanging, if necessary, the functions fi, f 2 ), we obtain a
generating pair (Fi, G\) which is a successor to (F, G). It follows that
(F, G) can be embedded in a generating sequence {(Fv, Gv)} such that
all functions Fv(z), Gv{z) have the periods fli, Q2. The pairs (Fv, Gv) are
determined uniquely, except for equivalences.
I conjecture t h a t if such a sequence satisfies the relation (Fn, Gn)
= (Fo, Go), then either n = 1 or n = 2 (that these two cases are indeed
possible can be shown by simple examples).
8. Pseudoanalytic functions and differentials on Riemann surfaces,
[20]. Let 5 be an abstract Riemann surface. Two functions F, G
defined on 5 form a generating pair if they are Holder continuous in
terms of local parameters and satisfy the relation Im (FG)>0. A
function w defined on S will be called an (F, G) function if in the
neighborhood of each point p of S and for every local parameter z
defined in such a neighborhood, w is an (F, G) pseudoanalytic function of z which has no singularities except poles. A differential d W
defined on S will be called an {F, G) differential if for every local
parameter z defined in a sufficiently small neighborhood of a point
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p of S there exists an (F, G) function w{z) defined in the neighborhood
such that dW=wdz. Every (F, G) function gives rise to an {Fy G)
differential, but an (F, G) differential is the differential of an (F, G)
function only if all its (F, G) periods vanish, the (F, G) period of
dW over a closed curve T being defined as the integral
(8.1)

f

Re (FHW) - i Re (G*dW).

The (F, G) period of an (F, G) differential dW over a small simple
closed curve enclosing a singular point p of dW is called the residue
of dW ^t p.
A multiple-valued (P, G) pseudoanalytic function w(z) defined in a
subdomain A of the full function-theoretical plane may be considered
as a single-valued (F, G) pseudoanalytic function defined on a suitably chosen covering surface S of A. The generators F, G are obtained
from P, G by transplantation: if the point p of S covers the point
z of A, then F(p)=P(z)f G(p) =G(z). In particular, if A is the whole
Riemann sphere and the function w is algebraic, the surface 5 is
closed (compact). The converse statements, however, are not generally true, unlike the classical situation. In fact, while an abstract
Riemann surface S carrying a generating pair (F> G) can be represented, in infinitely many ways, as a covering surface of a domain A
on the Riemann sphere, one can not, in general, choose this representation so that the generators F, G are obtained by transplantation
from a generating pair defined in A.
Uniformization of multiple-valued pseudoanalytic functions (or,
more generally, of functions on a Riemann surface) is accomplished
by the usual procedure: construction of the universal covering surface, and conformai mapping on a standard domain 2 which is
either the full function-theoretical plane, or the finite plane, or the
unit disc. The result reads: every multiple-valued pseudoanalytic
function w(z) admits the parametric representation
(8.2)

w =

W(T),

Z

= z(j)

where r ranges over 2 , z(r) is analytic and w(r) is (F, G) pseudoanalytic, the functions F(r), G(r), i ( r ) , w(r) being automorphic with
respect to the same properly discontinuous group of fixed point free
conformai mappings of S onto itself.
We consider next (F, G) functions and differentials on a closed
Riemann surface 5 of genus g. The cases g = 0 and g = 1 have already
been considered in the preceding two sections. If g > l , then there
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exists no preferred parametrization and it makes no sense to talk
about the successor of (F} G) on S.
Using the interior character of pseudoanalytic functions of the
second kind it is easy to show that an (F, G) function (which is not
a linear combination of the generators with real constant coefficients)
has as many zeros as it has poles, and that an (F} G) differential (which
does not vanish identically) has 2(g —1) more zeros than poles, zeros
and poles being counted with their multiplicities. A similar argument
shows that the sum of the residues of an (F, G) differential vanishes,
and that an everywhere regular (F, G) differential which does not
vanish identically has a nonreal (F, G) period.
The existence theorem for (F, G) differentials states that there are
exactly 2g linearly independent, everywhere regular {Fy G) differentials, and that the number of linearly independent (F, G) differentials
which have poles of order not exceeding ft, • • • , j8r at r > l distinct
points pu • • • , Pr is 2(g — l + / 3 i + • • • +j3 r ). This implies that one
may prescribe the real parts of the periods of an (F, G) differential
dw along 2g homologically independent closed curves as well as the
singularities of the differential, provided one chooses these singularities in such a way that the sum of the residues vanishes.
In order that an (F, G) differential which has poles at r> 1 distinct
points be the differential of an (F, G) function, its r residues and its
periods on 2g homologically independent closed curves must vanish.
This amounts to not more than 2(g+r — l) linear (real) conditions.
Hence the existence theorem for (F, G) differentials also implies the
existence of nontrivial (F, G) functions.
The Riemann-Roch theorem for pseudoanalytic functions involves
the dual generating pair. Let A be the number of linearly independent
(F, G) functions which have zeros at r distinct points pu • • * > Pr
of orders at least a\, * • • , <xr, and poles at most at s distinct points
qu • • • , q8f of orders not exceeding /Si, * • - , j8«, and let B be the number of linearly independent (F, G)* differentials which have no poles
except perhaps at the points pj, of orders not exceeding otj, and which
have zeros at the points qu of orders at least ft. Set m =/3i+ • • • +/3,
—«i— • • • — ar. Then
(8.3)

A - B = 2(m+

1 - g).

In particular, if m>2g — 2 then 23=0 and therefore A =2(m + l— g).
While the Riemann-Roch theorem can be stated in terms of divisors it should be remembered that the (F, G) functions on 5 do not
form a field. As for the proof of the theorem, it depends on reciprocity
relations between (F, G) differentials and (F, G)* differentials, of
which relations (6.6) are a typical though very special sample.
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I I I . DlFFERENTIABLE GENERATORS AND THE
SIMILARITY PRINCIPLE

9. Differentiable generators, [ i l ; 12; 15; 8 1 ; 82]. We return to
single-valued pseudoanalytic functions defined in a plane domain D0.
The theory acquires new features if we assume that in D0 the generators possess partial derivatives with respect to the real variables x
and y. In this case we can define the "characteristic coefficients"
a(z), b(z), A(z), B{z) of the pair (F, G). These are determined by the
formulas
(9.1)

F9 = aF + bF,

G, - aG + bG,

(9.2)

Fz ~AF

Gz - AG + BG.

+ BF,

A simple computation shows that the existence of the (F, G) derivative w implies the equations
(9.3)

Wg = aw + bw,

(9.4)

w = w9 — Aw — Bib.

Another generating pair (F\, Gi) having the characteristic coefficients
ai, 6i, A\f Bi will be a successor of (F, G) if and only if
(9.5)

ax = a,

h « -

B.

Equivalent generating pairs have the same characteristic coefficients;
for equipotent generating pairs the first two characteristic coefficients
(a and b) coincide.
Assume now, for the sake of orientation, that the domain D0 is
bounded and that the characteristic coefficients are Holder continuous and bounded. Then the following theorems hold.
(i) A function w(z) is (F, G) pseudoanalytic of the first kind if and
only if it satisfies equation (9.3).
(ii) A bounded continuous function w(z) defined in Do is (F, G)
pseudoanalytic of the first kind if and only if the function h(z) defined
by the equation
(9.6)

w{z) »

II
T J J DQ

d£dij + h(z)
f ~ Z

is analytic.
We note that if the boundary Co of D0 is sufficiently smooth and
w is continuous on Co the function h in (9.6) admits the representation

2wtJ e* ? - s
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Equation (9.6) may be considered as an integral equation for the
unknown function w(z).
(iii) Equation (9.6) has a unique solution w for every bounded continuous h.
This last theorem is due to Vekua [81 ] who also investigated in
detail the resolvent of equation (9.6). 9
The hypotheses under which we stated these theorems can be considerably relaxed. First of all, there is no need to assume that the
partial derivatives of F and G (or, what is the same, the characteristic coefficients) are Holder continuous, though if one drops this
assumption the derivatives occurring in equations (9.1)-(9.4) must
be understood in some generalized sense. Vekua considered the case
of continuous a} b. The continuity assumption, however, is still too
restrictive, and has the disadvantage of being nonhereditary. If the
generators F, G have continuous partial derivatives, the same is not
necessarily true for other (JF, G) pseudoanalytic functions of the first
kind; and the continuity of a, b does not insure the continuity of A} B.
A sufficient and hereditary smoothness condition is the following: the
characteristic coefficients a, b are measurable and are absolutely
integrable to a power p > 2 in the neighborhood of every point of JD0An example (due to Soboleff and published by Vekua [83]) shows
t h a t the condition p>2 can not be weakened.
The assumption that the domain and the characteristic coefficients
be bounded is also too severe. Let p(z) be a measurable function defined in the whole plane such that | p(z) \ p is locally integrable for some
p>l. We call p admissible if there exist constants M>0 and €,
0 < € < 1 such t h a t

Ç Ç 1 P(f) 1 dljdr, ^
CC

\ptt)\dtdy

^

M
M

the integration being performed over the whole plane. A function
p(z) defined in a domain D0 is called admissible if it becomes so upon
setting p = 0 in the complement of D$.
If p(z) vanishes outside a large circle, it is admissible if and only
if there exists a K>0 such t h a t

f f
J

I P(f) I d&i, g Kr*~'.
If-»I<»<1

9
Vekua assumed some regularity of the boundary of P. For the general case
see I. Polonsky's forthcoming thesis.
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A sufficient condition (Vekua) is that p belong to Lpy p>2.
Theorems (i)-(iii) are valid if the characteristic coefficients af b are
admissible.
The following result [l5] shows that we could have defined pseudoanalyticity by means of equation (9.3).
(iv) If the f unctions a(z)y b{z) are admissible in D 0 , there exists a
generating pair (F, G) in D0for which a and b are the first two characteristic coefficients.
The proof of (iv) depends on the similarity principle stated below.
10. Similarity principle. Let (F, G) be a generating pair defined in
a domain D0, Under certain conditions the following theorem [10;
11; 8 1 ; 84] holds for every subdomain D C A .
(v) (Similarity principle f or a general domain), (a) Let w(z) be a
single-valued (F, G) pseudoanaly tic function of the first kind defined in a
domain D, Then there exists an analytic function f (z), and a complexvalued f unction s(z) defined on the closure of D and having a bound and a
Holder modulus of continuity depending only on (F, G), such that
(10.1)

w(z) = «•<•>ƒ(*).

(b) Letf(z) be a single-valued analytic f unction defined in a domain D.
There exists a function s(z) satisfying the conditions stated above such
that the function w(z) defined by (10.1) is (F, G) pseudoanaly tic,
A sufficient condition for the validity of the similarity principle is
the existence of admissible characteristic coefficients a, b. The proof
of statement (a) is then almost trivial, since the function 5 can be
written down explicitly (modulo an analytic function) :
(10.2)

s(z) = -

W ) + JO-)-£4^1-1 .

To prove statement (b) one may consider the nonlinear integral
equation which must be satisfied (modulo an analytic function) by
the function s. I t reads
(10.3)

s(z) =-ff

jaCf) + tQ;)^^(t>fM

^ L .

Since s enters into the right hand side only in the form e*~8 it is easy
to show, using the Schauder fixed point theorem, that this equation
is solvable. Another way to prove statement (b) is to consider the
linear integral equation, similar t o equation (9.6), which must be
satisfied by the function e8.
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Under the same conditions we can prove:
(vi) {Similarity principle with a boundary condition) [15]. Assume
that the boundary of D contains a simple closed Lyapounoff curve10 C.
Then theorem (iv) remains valid if one requires that s(z) be real on C
and vanish at a given point on C.
An extension of this theorem to the case of several contours C is
possible if one considers not single-valued functions but functions
with a single-valued argument (Lee [5l]).
The similarity principle may fail for a trivial reason, since it may
happen that one of the generators, say F(z), can not be represented
in the form e*f, with a bounded 5 and an analytic/. It is an important
open problem to find necessary and sufficient conditions for the validity of the similarity principle.
Partial extensions of part (a) of the similarity principle to the case
of nonadmissible coefficients have been considered by Vekua [84 ] and
by C. Morawetz. 11 A refinement of the similarity principle in the
case in which the behaviour of the characteristic coefficients is known
at a point is due to N. Newman. 11 A quite different and far-reaching
extension of statement (a) occurs in the theory of elliptic equations
with discontinuous coefficients developed by Nirenberg and the writer
(cf. §15 below).
Assume now that for the generators considered the similarity principle holds. Then we can at once transfer a large number of classical
function-theoretical results to the case of pseudoanalytic functions.
Thus, according to statement (b), there exist in every domain pseudoanalytic functions with prescribed zeros and poles, and every domain
is an existence domain for a pseudoanalytic function which can not
be continued into any larger domain. Using statement (a), on the
other hand, we can extend to pseudoanalytic functions such theorems
on bounded analytic functions as Jensen's inequality, Blashke's theorem on the location of zeros, Fatou's theorem on the existence of
radial limits almost everywhere, the uniqueness theorems of F. and
M. Riesz and of Privaloff and Lusin, etc. The similarity principle
with a boundary condition may be used for the solution of boundary
value problems, for the construction of Green and Neumann functions, etc.
The most striking application of the similarity principle, however,
is to global formal powers and power series.
10
A Lyapounoff curve is a curve z=*z{f) with 2'ft)^0 and z'(f) satisfying a uniform Holder condition.
11
To appear.
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11. Expansion and approximation theorems. In this section we consider a generating pair (F, G) defined on the Riemann sphere for
which the similarity principle holds. This condition will be satisfied,
for instance, if the functions F(z), G(z)} F(l/z), G{\/z) have continuous partial derivatives for \z\ < + oo. We consider the global formal
powers 12 and apply to them part (a) of the similarity principle.
Noting relation (5.5) and the fact that Z<n)(a, z0; z) is 0 ( | s | n ) a t
infinity we conclude that Z ( n ) (a, 3 0 ; z) =e*(*)/3(z—z0)n where the constant (3 is such that es{zo)^=a. Hence
(11.1)

e~2K g

|Z<n>(a, * 0 ; * ) |
a(z — Zo)n

^ e2K

where K is the bound on | s\ which depends only on (F, G). This inequality shows that the global formal power series
(11.2)

£Z(l0(a.,*o;s)

converges within t h e circle of convergence of the ordinary power
series *22<xn(z —z0)n and diverges outside of this circle. Moreover, we
have the following theorem (due to Agmon and the author [ l ] ) .
If w(z) is an (F, G) pseudoanalytic function defined for \z—z0\ <r
S + °°, then the Taylor series of w formed with global formal powers
Z^n)(a, zQ; z) converges {and hence represents the function) for \ z—z0\ <r.
We shall sketch the proof as an example of the application of the
similarity principle. Consider first the special function
(11.3)

w(z) = Z<-«G8, f; z)

and denote its Taylor coefficients a t a point So^f by an. According
to (5.4) and (5.8) we have

(11.4)

a.- t-lfzï^ifi, {;**),

but here we make no use of these relations. For every n the function
(11.5)

WJz) = Z<-«rft f ; z) - £ Z<*>(<*M, so; z)

is a rational (F, G) pseudoanalytic function which has no poles except
at s = f and s = oo, and satisfies the relations
18
Under the hypotheses stated above global formal powers can be constructed*
independently of the procedure described in §§5, 6, by means of part (b) of the similarity principle.
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Wn(z) ~ P(Z - f ) - 1 , 2 ~> f ;
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TFn(z) ~ « n (2 - 2 0 ) n ,
n

TF»(2l) = 0 ( | z | ) ,

2 ~> 20 ï
2 - » 00.

By the similarity principle we have
(11.7)

Wn(z) « e"<«>7—

—,

7 = const.

2 - f

where | s | ^K, and using the first two relations (11.6) we conclude
that j3=Ye s(r) (r-2o) n , « « « T ^ ^ S o - f ) " " 1 , s o that
(11.8)

| a. | ^ *2*| p\ | f - so I—1,

» = 0, 1, • • • .

Thse inequalities imply that the expansion
(11.9)

z<-»G8f r; 2) - E Z<->(«.f 20; 2)
»«=o

converges for |2 —z0\ <|f—2 0 |. The expansion theorem being established for the case of the special function (11.3), the transition to
arbitrary functions is accomplished, just as in the classical case, by
means of the Cauchy integral formula (6.4) applied to a circle.
Similar arguments yield the more general Laurent expansion.
Let w(z) be a single-valued (Ft G) pseudoanalytic function defined in
the domain
(11.10)

O^r

< \z-zo\

<R£ <*>.

Then
(11.11)

w(z) »

£

Z™(an,z0\z)

the series being uniformly and absolutely convergent in every annulus
r<r'^

| 2 - 2o | £ R' < R.

As a corollary we obtain an expansion theorem for multiple-valued
functions.
If w(z) is an m-valued (F, G) pseudoanalytic function defined in the
domain (11.10), then it admits in (11.10) the unique expansion
+00

(11.12)

W(Z) =

£Z«(«n,Zo;2).
n«=—oo

Finally, the expansion theorem in conjunction with the Cauchy
formula yields the analogue of Runge's theorem [12].
A single-valued (F, G) pseudoanalytic f unction defined in a domain D
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can be expanded into a series of rational pseudoanaly tic functions which
converges uniformly and absolutely on every compact subset of D. If D
is simply connected, w can be expanded into a series of formal polynomials (entire rational pseudoanaly tic functions).
Summarizing we see that in the case of sufficiently smooth generators (F, G)y defined over the Riemann sphere, (F, G) pseudoanalytic
functions can be characterized by each of the following properties:
(i) having {F, G) derivatives, (ii) being (F_i, G_i) derivatives, (iii)
being (F> G) integrals of {Fu G\) pseudoanalytic functions, (iv) satisfying the generalized Cauchy-Riemann equation (3.2), (v) satisfying
the generalized Cauchy-Riemann equation (9.3) (vi) obeying the
generalized Cauchy formula (6.4) or (6.5), (vii) admitting an expansion in a formal power series in every disc of regularity, (viii) being
the uniform limit of a sequence of formal polynomials in every simply
connected domain of regularity. The analogy with classical function
theory is now complete.
{Added in proof (August 2, 1956). For generators (F, G) defined on
the Riemann sphere one can prove, without assuming differentiability or the similarity principle, that the expansion (11.2) converges
and represents the function for \z — z^\ <6r, where 0>O is a constant
depending only on (F9 G). The proof [88] depends on the reciprocity
relations (6.6) and on the Calderón-Zygmund theory of singular integrals [89]. Instead of the inequalities (11.1) one has now the weaker
inequalities
(11.13)

|Z<»>(«, s 0 : z)-\

*-W*

a(z — z0)n

<* el»l*

where the constants Kv depend on (F, G) and on v.)
IV.

APPLICATIONS

12. Reduction of linear elliptic equations to pseudoanalytic functions. In two dimensions every harmonic function can be expressed in
terms of analytic functions of a complex variable, in two ways. If
h(x, y) satisfies Laplace's equation, then it is the real part of an
analytic function/(s). Also, the complex gradient g(z)=hx—ihy
is
analytic and g(z)=f'(z). A similar relation exists between pseudoanalytic functions and solutions of linear elliptic equations of second
order, subject to very mild smoothness assumptions [ l l ; 12; 15; 19].
We assume at first that all equations considered have Holder continuous coefficients.
(a) The simplest linear elliptic equation is of the form
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4>XX + <l>yy + AX<t>X + A24>V = 0.

Assume that the coefficients A\, Ai are admissible in the domain
considered (cf. §9). Using Theorem (iv) we can find functions a>0
and r such that (12.1) can be obtained by elimination from the elliptic system
(12.2)

<l>x = rypx + mpy,

4>y = — cr\f/x + T\py.

This system may be written in the form (3.2) with
(12.3)

F = 1,

G = - T + i<r.

Thus every solution 0 of (12.1) is the real part of an (F, G) pseudoanalytic function of the second kind, and vice versa. On the other
hand, the complex gradient of $, W—<j>x—i(j>y satisfies the equation
W» = aJV + â i F ,

ai = - (At + iA2)/4;.

By Theorem (iv) there exists a generating pair (Fi, G\) such that every
solution of this equation is (Fu G\) pseudoanalytic of the first kind.
Finally, the (F, G) derivative of the (F, G) function w=4>+\[/G is
w = <t>» + tzG = W.
Hence (Fi, G\) is a successor of (F, G).
For further reference we note that system (12.1) may also be written in the form
(12.4)

coi = vug

where c o = 0 + i ^ and
v = - (F + iG)/(F - iG)
so that M < 1 .
(b) If the equation
(12.5)

Au<l>xx + 2Ai2<j)Xy + A22&M = 0

is elliptic, we may assume without loss of generality that
(12.6)

AnA22 - Au s 1,

An > 0.

Consider the Riemann metric
(12.7)

Andx2 - lAudxdy +

Andy2.

There exists a homeomorphism r = f(3) =£+^77 of the domain of
definition of (12.5) which is conformai with respect to the metric
(12.7), that is a solution of the Beltrami equation
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(12.8)

fi-»-.,

where
(12.9)

M»

A22 + An + 2
If the coefficients i i # are Holder continuously differentiable, the
functions £ and ry have Holder continuous second derivatives and
introducing them as new independent variables we transform equation (12.5) into the canonical form (12.1).
If the A ij are only Holder continuous, the reduction to pseudoanalytic functions is still possible. On the one hand, we can find an
elliptic system of the form
(12.10)

4>x = &H&. + Jia^y,

<j)y = fai\l/x + b22^y

which is equivalent to the single equation (12.5). On the other hand,
the complex gradients 4>»mmmH>vs=s U+iV of a solution of (12.5) satisfy
the elliptic system
(12.11)

AnUx - 2A12VX + A22Vy,

Uy = -

Vx.

The transformation f = f (s) takes both systems into equations of the
form (12.4). Thus (fr+ixf/ and <j>x—i<l>v are pseudoanalytic functions of
f (with different generators).
(c) Solutions of an elliptic equation
(12.12)

-4u0** + lAitâxy + A224>yy + A\4>* + A2<t>v = 0,

with Aij satisfying (12.6), can be expressed by pseudoanalytic functions if the coefficients An are Holder continuously differentiable, for
in this case the mapping f (z) described above takes (12.12) into an
equation of the form (12.1).
If the coefficients are only Holder continuous, the reduction is possible locally. In fact, in the neighborhood of any point we can transform equation (12.12) to the form (12.5) by introducing as new independent variables two solutions of (12.12).
(d) The most general linear homogeneous elliptic equation
(12. 13) il 110» + 2Al2<f>xy + A22<4>yy + Al<f>x + A2<t>y + A 00 = 0
can be transformed into an equation of the form (12.12) in every domain in which it has a positive solution 0o. This is accomplished by
introducing the new unknown function <j>/<po. A solution 0 O >O will
exist in every small domain, and in every large domain if -4o^O.
(e) We consider next a first order elliptic system in normal form
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-~uv~crvx—TVy+b2iU+b22V

with <r>0. Setting
(12.15)

u + iv = w,

we write this system in the form
(12.14')

w§ = vWi + aw + fiw

where | v\ < 1 .
If a = j8 = 0, this equation shows that w is a pseudoanalytic function
of the second kind (cf. (a)). If a and (3 do not vanish the reduction
to pseudoanalytic functions is possible in the large if v is Holder continuously differentiable, and locally if v is Holder continuous.
In the first case set W=w — vw. Equation (12.14') takes the form
(12.16)

WB~ aW + bW.

Hence (cf. Theorem (iv) of §9) W is a pseudoanalytic function of the
first kind.
In the second case we can find near any given point two solutions
W\ and W2 of (12.14') such that lm (WW2) > 0 . The new unknown
function W defined by the relation
w = W(wi — iwi) + W(wi + tW2)
satisfies an equation of the form (12.16) and is therefore pseudoanalytic.
The general linear homogeneous system
_

MX = anvx + o&Vy + bnu + bnv,
— Uy =« d2\Vx + G>22Vy H~ ^21^ + #22^

is called elliptic if
(12.18)

4ai202i — (on + 022)2 > 0,

#12 > 0.

In this case it is equivalent to a single complex equation for the
function (12.15),
(12.17')

Wg = fiwz + vwit + aw + fi1®

with
(12.18)

|

M

| + \P\ < 1 .

Let f = f(z) be a homeomorphism conformai with respect to the
metric of (12,17), that is, a univalent solution of the Beltrami equation (12.8) with
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an — 02i — i(a>ii + 022)

(12.19)

an + ö2i + [4ai2a2i — fan + 0 22 ) 2 ] 1/2

The mapping a—>f takes equation (12.17') into the canonical form
(12.140.
The preceding results may be extended by noting that there was
no need to assume the coefficients Ai, A2i A0, bij, a, j3 to be Holder
continuous. It would suffice to require that they be measurable functions belonging to Lp for some p>2. In this case the second derivatives in equations (12.1), (12.12) and (12.13) and the first derivatives
in equations (12.14), (12.16) and (12.17) are to be understood in a
generalized sense.
13. An example. Equations of mixed type. The concepts of (F, G)
differentiation and integration were first formulated, by Gelbart and
the author [21; 22], for systems of the special form
(13.1)

er(*)0* = r(y)fv9

*(x)<h = -

r(y)^x.

Systems of this form occur frequently in mechanics of continua. For
(7 = 1, r—yp, one obtains the equations of Weinstein's generalized
axially symmetric potential theory [85].
System (13.1) is equivalent to equation (3.2) for the generating pair
(13.2)

F - *(xyi*r(y)-ll*9

G=

ûr(x)"lfh(y)^

where we assume that a>0, r > 0 . If (<£, \p) is a solution of (13.1) we
may form the functions
(13.3)

tf

= <r0x,

f=-tf>/cr

and
(13.4)

$ = J <r4>dx -

rfdy,

V = I (\p/<r)dx + (<t>/r)dy,

the path independence of the integrals being a consequence of (13.1).
Clearly, ($', \f/') and (<!>, ^ ) are solutions of the system
(13.5)

**M*) = TÖOifcr,

<t>y/<r(x) = - r(y)J/x.

In other words: if (13.1) holds, the function
w

= (a/r)1^

+ i(r/a)1^

= <t>F + xPG

is (F, G) pseudoanalytic, and its (F, G) derivative
w = ( c r / r ) 1 / 2 ^ - ifa) = <t>'Fx + *'&
is (Fi, Gi) pseudoanalytic, where
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The function
W = (crr)-" 1 ^ + i{(TrY^

- *Fi +

tf&

is (Fi, Gi) pseudoanalytic, and its (F\t G\) derivative is w. Thus
(Fit Gi) is a successor and a predecessor of (F, G) and
•••,(F,,ft),

(F.O,

(Fi,G0,

(F,G), • • •

is a generating sequence.
The local formal powers determined by this sequence are easily
found. For the sake of simplicity we put the center at the origin and
set
*Z<»>0, 0; z) = *Z<»>(tf, z),
Define the functions Xf(x),
recurrence relations:

Yj (y)} j = l, 2; » = 0, 1, • • • by the

x? = r f - l,
dXj

JETW = FT(O) = o
InaXj

d#
(13.6)

<fF<»>

rfy

(mod F, G).

n)

WX/

,

n + j even,

/o-, n + j odd,

'
" ^y n + j even,
(nrYj
XnY*

/ T , W + j odd.

Then

as.?) *zw(a+ip>Z)

-±t(")[axr'Yr+*xr*T?]

where £ = 2, / = 1 if n is odd and & = l , / = 2 i f w i s even.
Since equations (13.1) may be solved by separation of variables,
functions pseudoanalytic with respect to the generators (13.2) have
many properties not encountered in the general theory [23; 9 ] . Of
principal importance is the fact that the formalism described above
remains valid also for a system of the form
(13.8)

<ri(x)4>x = Ti(y)fa9

a2(x)(l>v = — T2(y)rpx

provided one replaces, in (13.3)—(13.6)
<r by a-2,

1 1
— by — >
cr
ai

r by r2,

1 1
— by — •
r
T\

If the coefficients <ri, 0*2, ri, TZ are positive, system (13.8) may be re-
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duced to the form (13.1) by changing independent variables. But the
formalism works also for hyperbolic and elliptico-hyperbolic systems
(13.8), that is, if some of the coefficients are negative or change sign.
In the latter case, of course, some of the integrals defining the functions (13.6) may diverge.
We note in particular the system
(13.9)

</>x = &,,

<t>y » - K(y)*x,

yK(y) > 0.

Elimination of <j> leads to the elliptico-hyperbolic equation of TricomiChaplygin type
(13.10)

K(y)txx

+

*yv~0

which is of paramount importance in transonic gas dynamics. The
particular solutions (13.7) have been used in studying initial [lO]
and boundary value prqblems (Morawetz [58]) for equation (13.10).
In the Tricomi case (K(y) ~y) these particular solutions are ordinary
polynomials in x and y.
14. Applications of pseudoanalytic functions. These applications
are all based on the fact noted in §12. In two dimensions the theory
of second order elliptic equations with, say, Holder continuous coefficients (and of systems of two first order equations) is essentially
identical with that of pseudoanalytic functions. 13 Hence every result
described in §§2—11 can be reformulated as a theorem on differential
equations, in which the concept of pseudoanalyticity is not even
mentioned. One obtains in this way very precise information on the
nature of solutions defined in the whole plane, on zeros and singularities, on boundary behavior of solutions (Chang [30]) and on the
uniqueness of solution of the Cauchy problem [15]. The similarity
principle of §10, which is a general structure and existence theorem,
plays a decisive part in this and other applications; in particular, it
leads to the construction of Green's functions [15] and analogues of
harmonic measures (Lee [Si]). The similarity principle and the
integral equation (9.6) have been applied also to boundary value
problems (Vekua [81 ], and others).
Even when the same result can be proved directly, the use of
pseudoanalytic functions may be advantageous. For instance, it is
known that solutions of elliptic equations may be expressed, using
the so-called fundamental solution, in terms of Cauchy data on the
boundary (Bergman [8], Polozii [70], Sabat [75]). But our derivation
13

On the other hand, the theory of pseudoanalytic functions has few points of
contact with the methods of Bergman [7] and Vekua [80 ] who use integral operators
to represent solutions of analytic elliptic equations.
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of the "Cauchy formula" (6.4) gives this representation under very
weak hypotheses and, instead of relying on the existence of the fundamental solutions, yields a simple existence proof.
As another example we mention a lemma of H. Lewy which has
several applications in differential geometry in the large. Let <j)(x, y)
satisfy a nonlinear elliptic differential equation
(14. 1)

Ü(X, y , 0 , <t>x, 4>V> <t>xx) </>xy, <l>yy) = 0 .

Assume that £2(x, y, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 ) = 0 and that <f> vanishes at the
origin together with its second derivatives. Then either 4> is a linear
function, or 4>ly--<f>xx<t>yv>0 for
0<x2+y2<e.
Lewy [52] proved this for an analytic equation, Hartman and
Wintner [41 ] for £2 of class C2. An application of pseudoanalytic functions yields the lemma under essentially sharp conditions: Holder
continuous differentiability of S [19].
There also exist other applications to nonlinear elliptic equations
[14]. But the most interesting of these refer to the equations of gas
dynamics.
The velocity potential $, stream-function \J/ and density p of a twodimensional flow are connected by the equations
(14.2)

p<t>x = ifc,,

P<t>y » — fa

which show that (fy+ity/p) is an (1, i/p) pseudoanalytic function of
the first kind; the (1, i/p) derivative of this function is the complex
velocity <j>x—i<l>y. In gas dynamics one assumes p to be a given function
of <?= | $3—i0i,|. In this case equations (14.2) are nonlinear, but the
hodograph transformation leads to a linear system of the form (13.1).
Pseudoanalytic function techniques have been used in establishing
the existence and uniqueness of subsonic flows past given profiles
[ló], the existence of compressible Helmholtz flows (Berg [5]), the
Kutta-Joukowsky theorem for gas flows (Newman 11 ), and the infinitesimal nonexistence theorem for transonic flows (Morawetz [57]).
V.

EXTENSIONS

15. Elliptic equations with discontinuous coefficients. While the
theory of pseudoanalytic functions yields a complete description of
elliptic equations (12.13) and elliptic systems (12.1) with smooth,
say Holder continuous, coefficients it is important, especially in view
of nonlinear problems, to consider also equations with merely measurable coefficients.
System (12.17') is called uniformly elliptic if the coefficients are
measurable functions and there exists a constant k such that
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| / x | + \V\ 2 S * < 1 .

We also assume that

l « | + | / î | S *' < + <*>>
though this condition can be weakened. In general there will be no
continuously differentiable solution. A solution w = u+iv of (12.17')
is required only to be continuous and to have strong Li derivatives
in the sense of Soboleff and Friedrichs. The basic result is the following representation theorem due to Nirenberg and the author [24],
Let w(z) be a solution of (12.17') defined in a subdomain D of the
unit disc. Then w(z) may be written in the form
(15.2)

w(z) = «•<•>ƒ k(*)]

where s(z) is continuous for \z\ ^ 1 , real on \z\ = 1 and vanishes at
z = 0, f = x( z ) is a homeomorphism of \z\ ^ 1 onto | r | = 1 such that
x ( 0 ) = 0 , x ( l ) = = l » and f{Ç) is analytic on A = x(^)» The functions
s(z), x(z) and s = x~ 1 (f) satisfy uniform Holder conditions depending
only on k and k'.
If as=j3==0, (15.3) holds with 5 = 0. This result is contained in the
work of Morrey [59]. If /z==ps=0, (15.2) holds with xCs)=*> and we
obtain the similarity principle of §9.
The representation theorem implies that unless ws=0, the zeros of
w(z) are isolated and not of infinite order. Thus solutions of (12.17)
always have the unique continuation property. The representation
(15.3) also permits us to classify isolated singularities into poles and
essential singularities. But such precise asymptotic formulas as the
ones given in §4, let alone generalized differentiation, are out of the
question.
Equation (12.13) is called uniformly elliptic if the coefficients are
measurable, satisfy (12.6), and are uniformly bounded (the latter
condition can be weakened for the coefficients Aïy A2 and A0). If <j>
satisfies a uniformly elliptic equation (12.12), W—(j>x—i<f)y satisfies a
uniformly elliptic equation (12.17') and obeys the representation
theorem. This leads, in particular, to the strong maximum principle
for equation (12.12), and also for equation (12.13) with -4oèO.
(E. Hopf's well known proof [44] of the maximum principle does not
work for discontinuous coefficients.)
The most important consequences of the representation theorem,
however, are strong a priori estimates which permit one to treat
boundary value problems for nonlinear elliptic equations [25].
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16. Elliptic systems of order 2m > 2 in two dimensions. Sobrero
[77] observed that solutions of the biharmonic equation A2<j>(x, y) = 0
can be expressed in terms of analytic functions on a certain algebra.
More generally, solutions of Am</>(#, y) = 0 can be expressed in terms
of analytic functions on an algebra Am, an algebra over the real field
generated by a unit j such t h a t ( l + i 2 ) m = 0, which is isomorphic to
the algebra over the complex field generated by a unit œ with com = 0.
Diaz [3l] considered pseudoanalytic functions of x+jy, with
values in Am, defined by certain special systems of 2m first order
equations for 2m unknown functions. This system yields, for each
function, an elliptic equation of the form
Lm<t> = 0 ,

L being an elliptic operator which may be reduced to the form
L<f> = A<t> + a{x)<t>x +

b(y)<t>y

To these functions Diaz extended the formalism of §13 (differentiation, integration, and formal powers and power series).
The algebra Am also plays a part in the more general investigations
of Doughs [32; 34]. Doughs obtained a normal form for the general
linear elliptic system of 2m first order equations and pointed out a
special cass of these systems, called generalized Beltrami systems,
solutions of which can be expressed in terms of "hyper-analytic"
functions. The theory of hyper-analytic functions bears a very close
resemblance to classical function theory, since these functions themselves form an algebra. For m = 1 one obtains ordinary Beltrami systems which can be transformed into the Cauchy-Riemann equations.
It is remarkable t h a t f or m > 1 a generalized Beltrami system can not,
in general, be transformed into a system with constant coefficients.
Doughs also stated the problem of developing a theory of pseudoanalytic functions applicable to the general case (that is, to nonBeltrami systems). But this problem is still open. The chief obstacle
is the lack of a Carleman type theorem asserting the nonexistence of
zeros of infinite order. (The closely related but weaker theorem on the
unique solvability of Cauchy's problem has been proved; cf. Carleman [29], Doughs [33], Hartman and Wintner [40].)
17. The higher-dimensional case. During the last years spectacular progress has been achieved in the theory of elliptic equations and
systems of order 2mè2 in a space of n>2 dimensions. But as far as
the deeper function-theoretical properties of solutions are concerned
little is known, even in the classical case 2m = 2.
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It is very likely that a solution of any homogeneous elliptic equation or system cannot vanish of infinite order at a point without
vanishing identically. The statement is obvious for equations with
analytic coefficients, since such equations have only analytic solutions
(John [45]); the difficulty lies in the nonanalytic case. For w = 2,
2m = 2 the answer is known, as we have seen above. For n>2 this
unique continuation theorem has been proved thus far (by Muller
[64] and Heinz [43]) for equations of the form
(17.1)

A ^ + È a ^

+ otf-O

where A is the Euclidean Laplace operator.
(Added in proof (August 2, 1956). Aronszajn [87] proved the
unique continuation theorem for second order elliptic equations with
sufficiently smooth coefficients. Another proof is due to Cordes (to
appear). The weaker form of the unique continuation theorem, i.e.
the unique solvability of the Cauchy problem, was also proved (for
2m = 2, n>2) by Landis [91 ] and by Pedersen (to appear). New
proofs of the Müller-Heinz result were given by Hartman and Wintner [90] and by Lax (to appear). Nirenberg proved the uniqueness
theorem for the Cauchy problem for certain equations with 2m>2
and ngz2, under restrictive assumptions on the shape of the initial
surface (to appear).)
About zeros of finite order there exists a rather general result [17].
If <l>(x) =0(xi, • • • , xn) satisfies an elliptic equation
dû+--•+*«<£(#)

(i7.2)

L0=

z

«*...<.(*)-r-7—rr 8-0

with Holder continuous coefficients, and vanishes at x = 0, but not of
infinite order, then

(17.3)

*(*)-*(*)+ o(|* h

where p(x) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree N and
p(x)^0.
This polynomial satisfies the "osculating" equation with constant
coefficients, L0p = 0, L 0 being obtained from L by replacing a f l .. .*ft(#)
by #*!...*„(0) if ii+ • • • +in = 2m and by 0 otherwise.
If <t>(x) is defined in a deleted neighborhood of the origin and
<j)(x)=0(\x\*m-n)y
then
(17.4)

4>(x) » cJ(x) + o(\xI2*»-»),
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J(x) being a fundamental solution of the osculating equation. If
<t>{x) = 0 ( | J(x)\ ), the singularity a t # = 0 is removable. Also, the
asymptotic relations (17.3), (17.4) may be formally differentiated 2m
times. (Much more is known about singularities in the analytic case
[45].)
T h e parallelism between these results and those described in §4
suggests strongly t h a t analogues of formal powers and corresponding
expansion theorems could be found for general linear elliptic equations. For second order equations of the special form
Atf + E ai(xi) — - - 0
t~l

OXi

this was accomplished by Protter [74] several years ago. The general
problem is open.
While the results described in this and the preceding sections are
still rather episodic, they all point in the same direction—toward a
general function theory of elliptic equations which will relegate
pseudoanalytic functions to the position of a special case.
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